
SOAIS advantage in
Payroll 

Team SOAIS has been
instrumental in successfully
completing the PF interest
processing for one of the
largest educational
institutions in India,
seamless and eventless, as
always. 

The SOAIS team of experts
also completed income tax
related computations,
another humongous task at
this time of the year. 

Would you like SOAIS to
help you with your payroll
processing? Contact us.
 

Compensation plans in
Oracle HCM Cloud

Managing employee
compensation just got
easier with the introduction
of Compensation plans in
Oracle HCM Cloud. This is
an integrated view of
employees’ data that helps
managers budget and
forecast, based on current
employee information.
 
How cool is that? Check out
the SOAIS blog here to
know more.
 

Work Made Human :
Innovation for a New
Workplace

Few of the brightest minds
in HR met at Oracle’s recent
virtual meet “Work made
Human”. Their discussions
were centered around topics
like supporting your
workforce during uncertain
times, skills development,
employee experience etc.

Read this Oracle Blog that
details excerpts from this
event with numerous
takeaways.
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Dear Default Value,
 

Welcome to SOAIS Newsletter April 2021!

SOAIS PaaS Magic
 

Ever wondered how you can extend the capabilities of your Oracle SaaS application?

Oracle’s powerful suite of PaaS services enables customers to pretty much anything under

the sun. SOAIS’ research and development in this area, has helped its customers leverage

PaaS capabilities in every possible way.

 

Recently, SOAIS’ seasoned consultants in the Oracle PaaS space, delivered proxy and

surrogate access related functionalities using VBCS, for one of our customers in the IT

service space. They have also helped the customer team to migrate few critical

applications built on ADF framework into a PaaS module using Oracle VBCS. 

 

Come experience the SOAIS magic, reach out to us.
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